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Abstrat
The interpretation of experimental results at RHIC and in the future also at LHC requires
very reliable and realisti models. Considerable eort has been devoted to the development
of suh models during the past deade, many of them being heavily used in order to analyze
data.
It is the purpose of this paper to point out serious inonsistenies in the above-mentioned ap-
proahes. We will demonstrate that requiring theoretial self-onsisteny redues the freedom
in modeling high energy nulear sattering enormously.
We will introdue a fully self-onsistent formulation of the multiple-sattering sheme in the
framework of a Gribov-Regge type eetive theory. In addition, we develop new omputational
tehniques whih allow for the rst time a satisfatory solution of the problem in the sense that
alulations of observable quantities an be done stritly within a self-onsistent formalism.
1 Inonsistenies
With the start of the RHIC program to investigate nuleus-nuleus ollisions at very high energies,
there is an inreasing need of omputational tools in order to provide a lear interpretation of the
data. The situation is not satisfatory in the sense that there exists a nie theory (QCD) but
we are not able to treat nulear ollisions stritly within this framework, and on the other hand
there are simple models, whih an be applied easily but whih have no solid theoretial basis. A
good ompromise is provided by eetive theories, whih are not derived from rst priniples, but
whih are nevertheless self-onsistent and alulable. A andidate seems to be the Gribov-Regge
approah, and  being formally quite similar  the eikonalized parton model. Here, however, some
1
inonsistenies our, whih we are going to disuss in the following, before we provide a solution
to the problem.
Gribov-Regge theory [1, 2℄ is by onstrution a multiple sattering theory. The elementary
interations are realized by omplex objets alled Pomerons, who's preise nature is not known,
and whih are therefore simply parameterized, with a ouple of parameters to be determined by
experiment [3℄. Even in hadron-hadron sattering, several of these Pomerons are exhanged in
parallel (the ross setion for exhanging a given number of Pomerons is alledtopologial ross
setion). Simple formulas an be derived for the (topologial) ross setions, expressed in terms
of the Pomeron parameters.
In order to alulate exlusive partile prodution, one needs to know how to share the energy
between the individual elementary interations in ase of multiple sattering. We do not want to
disuss the dierent reipes used to do the energy sharing (in partiular in Monte Carlo applia-
tions). The point is, whatever proedure is used, this is not taken into aount in the alulation
of ross setions disussed above [4℄,[5℄. So, atually, one is using two dierent models for ross
setion alulations and for treating partile prodution. Taking energy onservation into aount
in exatly the same way will modify the (topologial) ross setion results onsiderably.
Another very unpleasant and unsatisfatory feature of most reipes for partile prodution is
the fat, that the seond Pomeron and the subsequent ones are treated dierently than the rst
one, although in the above-mentioned formula for the ross setion all Pomerons are onsidered to
be idential.
Being another popular approah, the parton model [6℄ amounts to presenting the partons of
projetile and target by momentum distribution funtions, fi and fj, and alulating inlusive
ross setions for the prodution of parton jets as a onvolution of these distribution funtions
with the elementary parton-parton ross setion dσˆij/dp
2
⊥
, where i, j represent parton avors.
This simple fatorization formula is the result of anellations of ompliated diagrams and hides
therefore the ompliated multiple sattering struture of the reation, whih is nally reovered
via some unitarization proedure. The latter one makes the approah formally equivalent to the
Gribov-Regge one and one therefore enounters the same oneptual problems (see above).
2 A New Self-onsistent Approah
As a solution of the above-mentioned problems, we present a new approah whih we all Parton-
based Gribov-Regge Theory: we have a onsistent treatment for alulating (topologial)
ross setions and partile prodution onsidering energy onservation in both ases; in addition,
we introdue hard proesses in a natural way.
The basi guideline of our approah is theoretial onsisteny. We annot derive everything
from rst priniples, but we use rigorously the language of eld theory to make sure not to violate
basi laws of physis, whih is easily done in more phenomenologial treatments (see disussion
above).
Let us rst introdue some onventions. We denote elasti two body sattering amplitudes as
T2→2 and inelasti amplitudes orresponding to the prodution of some nal state X as T2→X
(see g. 1). As a diret onsequene of unitarity on may write the optial theorem 2ImT2→2 =∑
x(T2→X)(T2→X)
∗
. The right hand side of this equation may be literally presented as a ut
diagram, where the diagram on one side of the ut is (T2→X) and on the other side (T2→X)
∗
, as
shown in g. 2. So the term ut diagram means nothing but the square of an inelasti amplitude,
summed over all nal states, whih is equal to twie the imaginary part of the elasti amplitude.
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Figure 1: An elasti sattering amplitude T2→2 (left) and an inelasti amplitude T2→X (right).
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Figure 2: The expression
∑
X
(T2→X).(T2→X )
∗
whih may be represented as a ut diagram.
Before oming to nulear ollisions, we need to disuss somewhat the struture of the nuleon,
whih may be studied in deep inelasti sattering  so essentially the sattering of a virtual photon
o a nuleon, see g. 3. Let us assume a high virtuality photon. It is known that this photon
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Figure 3: Deep inelasti sattering: the general diagram (left) the sea ontribution with a soft Pomeron at the
lower end (middle) and the valene ontribution (right).
ouples to a high virtuality quark, whih is emitted from a parton with a smaller virtuality, the
latter on again being emitted from a parton with lower virtuality, and so on. We have a sequene
of partons with lower and lower virtualities, the loser one gets to the proton. At some stage, some
soft sale sale Q20 must be reahed, beyond whih perturbative alulations are no longer valid.
So we have some unknown objet  indiated by ? in g. 3  between the rst parton and
the nuleon. In order to proeed, one may estimate the squared mass of this unknown objet,
and one obtains doing simple kinematis the value Q20/x, where x is the momentum fration of
the rst parton relative to the nuleon. Therefore, sea quarks or gluons, having typially small
x, lead to large mass objets  whih we identify with soft Pomerons, whereas valene quarks
lead to small mass objets, whih we simply ignore. So we have two ontributions, as shown in
g. 3: a sea ontribution, where the sea quark or gluon is emitted from a soft Pomeron, and a
valene ontribution, where the valene quark is one of the three quarks of the nuleon. The preise
mirosopi struture of the soft Pomeron not being known, it is parameterized in the usual way
a a Regge pole.
3
Elementary nuleon-nuleon sattering an now be onsidered as a straightforward general-
ization of photon-nuleon sattering: one has a hard parton-parton sattering in the middle, and
parton evolutions in both diretions towards the nuleons. We have a hard ontribution Thard when
the the rst partons on both sides are valene quarks, a semi-hard ontribution Tsemi when at least
on one side there is a sea quark (being emitted from a soft Pomeron), and nally we have a soft
ontribution, when there is no hard sattering at all (see g. 4). We have a smooth transition from
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Figure 4: The soft elasti sattering amplitude Tsoft (left), the hard elasti sattering amplitude Thard (middle)
and one of the three ontributions to the semi-hard elasti sattering amplitude Tsemi (right).
soft to hard physis: at low energies the soft ontribution dominates, at high energies the hard
and semi-hard ones, at intermediate energies (that is where experiments are performed presently)
all ontributions are important.
Let us onsider nuleus-nuleus (AB) sattering. In the Glauber-Gribov approah [7, 2℄, the
nuleus-nuleus sattering amplitude is dened by the sum of ontributions of diagrams, orre-
sponding to multiple elementary sattering proesses between parton onstituents of projetile
and target nuleons. These elementary satterings are exatly disussed above, namely the sum
of soft, semi-hard, and hard ontributions: T2→2 = Tsoft + Tsemi + Thard. A orresponding re-
lation holds for the inelasti amplitude T2→X . We use the above denition of a ut elementary
diagram, whih is graphially represented by a vertial dashed line, whereas the elasti amplitude
is represented by an unbroken line:
= T2→2, =
∑
X(T2→X)(T2→X)
∗
.
This is very handy for treating the nulear sattering model. We dene the model via the elasti
sattering amplitude TAB→AB whih is assumed to onsist of purely parallel elementary interations
between partoni onstituents, as disussed above. The amplitude is therefore a sum of terms as
the one shown in g. 5. One has to be areful about energy onservation: all the partoni
onstituents (lines) leaving a nuleon (blob) have to share the momentum of the nuleon. So in
the expliit formula one has an integration over momentum frations of the partons, taking are
of momentum onservation. Having dened elasti sattering, inelasti sattering and partile
prodution is pratially given, if one employs a quantum mehanially self-onsistent piture. Let
us now onsider inelasti sattering: one has of ourse the same parallel struture, just some of the
elementary interations may be inelasti, some elasti. The inelasti amplitude being a sum over
many terms  TAB→X =
∑
i T
(i)
AB→X  has to be squared and summed over nal states in order to
get the inelasti ross setion, whih provides interferene terms
∑
X(T
(i)
AB→X)(T
(j)
AB→X)
∗
, whih
an be onveniently expressed in terms of the ut and unut elementary diagrams, as shown in g.
6. So we are doing nothing more than following basi rules of quantum mehanis. Of ourse a
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Figure 5: Elasti nuleus-nuleus sattering amplitude, being omposed of purely parallel elementary interations
between partoni onstituents of the nuleons (blobs).
cut
A
B
uncut
Figure 6: Typial interferene term ontributing to the squared inelasti amplitude.
diagram with 3 inelasti elementary interations does not interfere with the one with 300, beause
the nal states are dierent. So it makes sense to dene lasses K of interferene terms (ut
diagrams) ontributing to the same nal state, as all diagrams with a ertain number of inelasti
interations and with xed momentum frations of the orresponding partoni onstituents. One
then sums over all terms within eah lass K, and obtains for the inelasti ross setion
σAB(s) =
∫
d2b
∑
K
Ω(s,b)(K)
where we use the symboli notation d2b =
∫
d2b0
∫
d2AbA ρ(bA)
∫
d2BbB ρ(bB) whih means inte-
gration over impat parameter b0 and in addition averaging over nulear oordinates for projetile
and target. The variable K is haraterized by AB numbers mk representing the number of ut
elementary diagrams for eah possible pair of nuleons and all the momentum frations x+ and x−
of all these elementary interations (so K is a partly disrete and partly ontinuous variable, and∑
is meant to represent
∑∫
). This is the really new and very important feature of our approah:
we keep expliitly the dependene on the longitudinal momenta, assuring energy onservation at
any level of our alulation.
The alulation of Ω atually very diult and tehnial, but it an be done and we refer the
interested reader to the literature [3℄.
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The quantity Ω(s,b)(K) an now be interpreted as the probability to produe a onguration
K at given s and b. So we have a solid basis for applying Monte Carlo tehniques: one generates
ongurations K aording to the probability distribution Ω and one may then alulate mean
values of observables by averaging Monte Carlo samples. The problem is that Ω represents a
very high dimensional probability distribution, and it is not obvious how to deal with it. We
deided to develop powerful Markov hain tehniques [8℄ in order to avoid to introdue additional
approximations.
3 New Computational Tehniques
In order to generate K aording to the given distribution Ω (K), dened earlier, we onstrut a
Markov hain
K(0),K(1),K(2), ...K(tmax) (1)
suh that the nal ongurations K(tmax) are distributed aording to the probability distribution
Ω (K), if possible for a tmax not too large! To obtain a new onguration K
(t+1) = L from a given
onguration K(t) = K. We use Metropolis' Ansatz for the transition probability p(K,L) as a
produt of a proposition matrix w(K,L) and an aeptane matrix u(K,L). The detailed balane
ondition  whih assures the onvergene of the hain  is automatially fullled if u(K,L) is
dened as
u(K,L) = min
(
Ω(L)
Ω(K)
w(L,K)
w(K,L)
, 1
)
. (2)
We are free to hoose w(K,L), but of ourse, for pratial reasons, we want to minimize the
autoorrelation time, whih requires a areful denition of w. An eient proedure requires
u(K,L) to be not too small (to avoid too many rejetions), so an ideal hoie would be w (K,L) =
Ω (L). This is of ourse not possible, but we hoose w(K,L) to be a reasonable approximation
to Ω(L) if K and L are reasonably lose, otherwise w should be zero. So we dene
w(K,L) =
{
Ω0(L) if d(K,L) ≤ 1
0 otherwise
, (3)
where d(K,L) is an integer quantity representing a distane between two ongurations (the max-
imum number of elementary interations being dierent[3℄), and where Ω0 has a simple struture,
just being a produt of terms ρ0 representing one single elementary interation. So one proposes
only new ongurations being lose to the old ones. The above denition of w(K,L) may be
realized by the following algorithm:
• hoose randomly a partiular elementary interation (say the µth interation of the kth
nuleon-nuleon pair)
• propose a new onguration L, whih is obtained from the old one K by removing the µth
interation of the kth nuleon-nuleon pair, and replaing this by a new one aording to the
distribution ρ0.
This proposal is the aepted with a probability u(K,L). One should note that proposing a
onguration aording to some approximation Ω0 of Ω is fully ompensated by the aeptane
proedure, so it is an exat numerial solution of the problem, whatever be the preise denition
of Ω0.
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This proedure works extremely well. We performed many test for situations where onventional
tehniques work as well, and we nd exellent agreement by using 66.7 kmax iterations, where kmax
is an upper limit estimate of the number of nuleon-nuleon interations. The Markov-hain
method is perfet for our purposes, beause we have fast onvergene due to the fat that Ω0 is
not too dierent from Ω, on the other hand one annot use just Ω0 to obtain an approximate
solution, beause here we introdue an substantial error, whih reahes for example already on the
nuleon-nuleon level about 100 %.
4 Summary
We provide a new formulation of the multiple sattering mehanism in nuleus-nuleus sattering,
where the basi guideline is theoretial onsisteny. We avoid in this way many of the problems
enountered in present day models. We also introdue the neessary numerial tehniques to apply
the formalism in order to perform pratial alulations.
This work has been funded in part by the IN2P3/CNRS (PICS 580) and the Russian Foundation
of Basi Researhes (RFBR-98-02-22024).
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